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Zeiger (1967) details a procedure for decomposing a finite autom- 
aton into a cascade of permlltation-reset machines. Therein are 
~everal errors and an ambiguity in the steps for making next-state 
assignments in the machines of the cascade. Several of the necessary 
adjustments appeared in the errata published on page 471, Volume 
11, of this journal. The present work suggests further modifications, 
subsuming some of those which appeared earlier. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In Zeiger (1967) the author exhibited a scheme for decomposing a 
finite automaton M into permutation-reset machines. Investigating 
decompositions of a certain class of automata, the present author en- 
countered situations demanding modifications of that procedure. 
Some of the necessary corrections were included in the errata published 
on page 471 of Volume 11, this journal, which appeared after the work 
reported here was completed. Our Example 2 exposes yet another flaw 
in Zeiger's procedure, and the remedies we propose in Section IV sub- 
sume some of those previously suggested. 
The modification suggested by Ginsburg and listed in Volume 11 is not 
included here. I t  is therefore necessary (and hoped sufficient) to t~ke the 
union of the two sets of corrections. 
We have recently learned that ttartmanis and Stearns (1966) included 
a version of Zeiger's procedure which differs from our Section IV prin- 
cipally in notation and the breakdown into cases. However, in view of the 
wide Information and Control audience reached by Zeiger, publication of 
corrections in the same journM using the same notation seems desirable. 
The discussion and examples of Sections IV and V, respectively, should 
* The work reported in this paper was sponsored by the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research under Contract AFOSR-67-1023. 
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also aid the reader in isolating some of the issues precipitating the ad- 
justments which have been made since the original proof. 
II. REVIEW OF ZEIGEP~'S DECOMPOSITION PROCEDURE 
We here sketch only those aspects of the decomposition procedure 
necessary to making our observations, and refer the reader to Zeiger for 
the context and further details. 
Given a finite automaton M, let QM denote the set of states of M, IM 
denote the input alphabet of M, and SM denote the semigroup of all 
trallsformations of QM induced by input sequences of symbols from I~.  
Let SM = T U S~,  where T consists of the identity transformation of
QM and the set of all transformations which reset all states of Q~ to a 
single state. If x is an input sequence, let xM be the transformation i - 
duced by x on Q, .  
The proof of Proposition 1 in Zeiger describes the first step in the 
decomposition process, whereby one generates a cover C of the state set 
QM of automaton M, and a permutation-reset (P-R) machine N that 
tells where in C M is. The proof of Proposition 2 tells how this process 
may be continued. Step 1 of the proof tells how, given a cover C of Q .  
and machine K which tells where in C M is, a finer cover C' of QM is 
obtained. Step 2 details the construction of a corresponding P-R machine 
L such that the cascade, N, of K and L tells where in C' M is, via map- 
ping Z• from QN, the state set of N, onto C'. (See Fig. 1.) Abbreviated 
versions of steps 1 and 2 follow. 
Step 1 : Given a cover C of QM, two elements of C are similar if each 
is the image of the other under appropriate transformations from S~.  
An element b C C is initial in C if b is similar to every element of C 
which maps onto b under some transformation from ~.~. A refined 
cover C' is obtained by replacing each b in one initial similarity class 
D ~ C with max [{w(R) :w(R) is a proper subset of b, w C ~,  and 
R ~ C}]. 
t - - -  I 
I here 
Where in C I ......... nC  Mis  
I [ 11 
[ J 
Fla. 1. Diagram of the inductive step in Zeiger's decomposition process. 
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Step 2: Pick one q ~ D. For any p C D, there are transformations 
vp q and Vq ~ in SM such that %q maps  p onto q, vq p maps q onto p, and the 
composition of v~ q and vq p is the identity transformation on q. We india 
V p V q 
cateth isbyq q ~p-~q( id ) .  
Let the state set of L be IR C CP:R is a subset of q}. IL = Q~ × Ix .  
The state set of N, which is the cascade of K and L, is QN = QK × QL ; 
and I~ = IK = IM. Z~, mapping Q~ onto C', is defined by: 
For each (p, r) C Q~, 
(1) If p $ D, then ZN(p, r) = p. 
(2) If p C D, then Z~(p, r) = v~P(r). 
The state transitions of N, and hence of L, are defined as follows: 
For each x C IN and (p, r) C QN, define x~(p, r) = (s, t) by 
(1)  s = xK(p)  
(2) I f sC  CnC ' , le t t  = r. 
(3) If p C C n c', and s ~ D, let t = v, qx~(p). 
(4) If p C D and s C D, let t = v~qx,vqP(r). 
I I I .  FLAWS IN THE PROCEDURE 
To show that this specification of state transitions of L makes L a 
P-R machinel Zeiger notes that (2) produces the identity permutation 
on the states of L. He claims that (3) produces resets. It should be 
observed, however, that v,qxM(p) may be a proper subset of one of the 
blocks of states with which q was replaced in obtaining C~. This is illus- 
trated in Example 1 of Section V. 
Also, it is claimed that (4) always produces permutations onthe state 
set of L, "since V~qXMVq p permutes q." v~ q and vq p are indeed one-to-one 
transformations from s to q and from q to p, respectively, but xM may 
not be a one-to-one mapping of p = vq'(q) onto s. This is also shown in 
Example 1. Consequently, in a situation where (4) applies, a permuta- 
tion of states of L is not forced. We note that, as with (3), such excep- 
tions oecm" only when xM(p) is properly contained in s. 
Both of the situations just described may be resolved by applying the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. I f  p C C and x~(p) is properly contained in s, there is a state 
u C QL such that v~qx~(p) ~ u. 
Proof. If x~(p) is properly contained in s, then v~qx~(p) is properly 
contained in q, since vJ maps s one-to-one onto q. Therefore, v~%M(p) 
{W(R):R C C, w C S~ , and w(R) is properly contained in q}. The 
maximal elements of this last set are taken to be the states of QL • Q.E.D. 
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Thus, if XM(p) is properly contained in 8, in (3) we may always elect 
t = u E QL, since v, qxM(r) c u. In (4), if x:~(p) is properly contained 
in 8, then for any state r C QL we may let t = u, since v, qx~vqV(r) C_ 
v~x~(p)  C_ u. Note that in the latter case, (4) produces a reset of L 
to state trather than a permutation o  QL • 
Finally, the reader will note that in (1), (2), and (1)-(4) of Step 2, 
the states of K are also treated as elements of C, being interpreted in
the latter sense in the construction ofN and L. Steps (1)-(4), as given 
above, imply that the next-state assignment of L may be made using 
only the present input to K and the information "where in C M is" 
supplied by K. In applying (2)-(4), this state assignment is dependent 
upon knowing the next cover element, s, to be specified by K, and no 
problem arises so long as s is uniquely specified by the present cover 
element p and transformation x~. 
However, the present writer has followed the above procedure for the 
automaton .M' of Example 2, and has encountered a situation where K 
specifies at time t that M' is in element B~ of cover C, receives an input 
x, and may then specify at time t -t- 1 that M' is in element B~ or Bz of 
C (Bk ~ Bz), dependent on the exact state of K at time t. This is not 
totally unexpected if one notes that many states of K may correspond 
to a single element B~ of C. Among these, some may map under input x 
to states corresponding to element Bk, others to states corresponding to 
element Bz ; and input x to the original machine M' may indeed map 
Bi into Bk f3 Bz. Thus, either Bk or Bl is an accurate description of 
"where in C M' is." In such a case, the next-state assignment in L re- 
quires state of K information rather than element of C information from 
K. 
IV. SUGGESTED REMEDIES  
In light of these observations, we  suggest that Step 2 be altered to 
read as follows: 
•.. Let Z•  map QN onto C I so that, for each (pl, r) E Q~ : 
(1') ]f Z~(pl)  = p ~ D, then Z~(pl  , r) = Z~:(p~). 
(2') If Z~(pl)  = p E D, then ZN(p l ,  r) = vq~(r), where. . .  
•. .  For each x E IN and (pl, r) E Q•, define x~(p l ,  r) = s l ,  t) by: 
(1') s~ = x~:(pl). 
(2') If z•(SI) -- s E C n c'  let t = r. 
(3') IfZ~:(pl) = p E C n C' and Z~(s~) = s E D, choose t so that 
vYxM(p) c t. 
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(4') If Z~:(p~) = p ~ D and ZK(sl) = s E D, choose t so 
that v, qX~VqP(r) ~ t. 
V. EXAMPLES 
Our general scheme in the examples i as follows: 
1. Obtain a cover C1 of QM and a P-R machine K which tells where 
in C1 M is. Let K = N~, and define Z~ = Zm to be the identity map 
from Q• to C1. 
2. Having cover C~ not consisting entirely of singletons and a machine 
N~ telling where in C~ M is, obtain a refined cover C~+1, a P-R machine 
Li+~, and an N~+~ as a series connection of N~ and Li+l, so that Ni+l 
tells where in C~+1 M is. Let  D~ denote the initial similarity class of 
elements of C~ which are replaced to obtain C~+1. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that the constructions in the ex- 
amples proceed according to Zeiger. In both examples, the decomposition 
is incomplete, being carried only far enough to illustrate the observa- 
tions made in Section II. 
Example 1. Let M be the automaton whose transition table is shown 
in Fig. 2. C1 = {abc, bcde}. Figure 3 shows the table for K = N~ which 
tells where in C1 M is. 
D~ ={bcde}. Replace D1 with {bcd, cde}. QL2 = {bcd, cde}. QN~ = 
Q~ X QL~. 
To obtain the transition table of N2, we show the states of N2 as 
ordered pairs (p, r), where p E Q~ and r C QL2. If N~ is in state (p, r) 
and input x is received, the first component of the next state of N2 is 
x~(p). This accounts for all first components in the body of the table in 
Fig. 4. To obtain second components, we follow parts (2), (3), and (4) 
of Step 2 of Zeiger's construction. Noting that bcde A~ > 5cde A~__~ 
M 
cl 
b 
c 
d 
e 
0 I 2 
a b c 
b c d 
c d d 
c e d 
c e d 
FIG. 2. State transition table for M. 
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bcde (id) where A~ is the identity mapping produced by the null input 
sequence, we obtain the second components in the table body as follows: 
By (2), the second components in the 0 column are unchanged from 
the corresponding entries in the present state column. 
By (3), l~2(abc , bc~) = (bcde, tl) where tl = A~lM(abc) =bcd.  Simi- 
larly, l~.~(abc, de) = (bede, bcd). In the same manner, 2N~(abc, bcd) = 
(bcde, h )where  t2 = A~x2M(abc) = cd. But cd ~ QL2. This illustrates the 
first difficulty discussed in Section II. Observing that {cd} c_ {bcd} 
({cde} would do as well), we let t2 =bcd.  In like fashion, we arrive at 
2N~(abc, cde)= (bcde, bcd). 
By (4), 1N~(bcde, bed) =(bcde,  t3) where t3 = A,1MA~(bcd) = cde. 
Ix2(bcde, cde) = (bcde, t4) where t4 = AMI~AM(cde) = de. de ~ QL~, 
illustrating the second difficulty discussed in Section II. Noting that 
1M(bCde) = cde, we select t4 = cde. 2N~(bcde, bcd)= (bcde, bcd) and 
2~2(bede , cde) = (bcde, bcd) are similarly arrived at. The table for L2 
can be obtained from the table for N~ and is shown in Fig. 5. 
Example 2. Let M'  be the automaton depicted in Fig. 6. C1 ={abc,  
abd, acd, bcd}. Figure 7 shows the transition table of KI' = NI' which 
tells where in C~ M'  is. 
K o 1 2 
obc abc bcde bcde 
bcde abc bcde bcde 
FIG. 3. State transition table for K = N~. 
N2 
(obc,bcd) 
(obc,cde) 
(bcde, bcd) 
(bcde,cde) 
0 I ?- 
E 
(obc,bcd) (bcde,bcd) (bcde, bcd) 
(obc, cde) (bcde, bcd) (bcde,bcd~ 
(obc,bcd) (bcde,cde) (bcde,bc~) 
(obc,cde) (bcde, cde =) (bcde,bco~ 
FIG. 4. State transition table for N2. Starred entries required modification f
procedures in Zeiger (1967). 
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L2 
bcd 
cde 
(abc, O) (abc, I) (abc,2) (bcde,O](bcde,I) (bcde,2} 
bcd bcd bcd bcd cde bcd 
cde bcd bcd cde cde bcd 
FIG. 5. State transition table for L~. 
M | 
a 
b 
C 
d 
0 I 
b b 
C C 
c d 
d cl 
Fro. 6. State transltlonflable for M'. 
K' 0 I 
abc bcd bcd 
abd bcd abc 
acd bcd abd 
bcd bcd acd 
FIG. 7. State transition table for K' = NI'. 
Since all elements of C1 are similar, D1 = {abe, abd, acd, bcd}. Note 
that: 
AM, A 111M, 1~, abe abc ":~1-~ abc ( id),  abe ~ abd = ~ abc (id), 
, l lM ,  ~ 11M, aoc ~ '  aca ~ abe (id), and abc 1M, ~ bcd l l lM, )abc (id). 
Replace {abc} with {ab, ac, bc}, {abd} with {ab, ad, bd}, {acd} with 
{ac, ad, cd}, and {bcd} with {bc, bd, cd}, obtaining C~ = {ab, ad, bd, ac, 
cd, bc}. Take QL,~ = {ab, ac, bc}; and then Q~,~ = QN,1 X QL,~. Part of 
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State of N'2: 
(K' state, L~state) 
(°bc, ab) 
(obd~ab) 
(bcd,ob) 
(bcd,oc) 
(obc, bc) 
(obd,bc) 
Element of 
C= 
°b 
od 
bc 
bd 
bc 
ob 
FIG. 8. Partial table of values of function ZN2. 
N t z. 
lab ] (°bc, ab) 
[od] (obd,ob  
lob] (ob,J,b ) 
0 
bc ] (bcd,ob) 
[bd] Cbcd,oc} 
bc ] (bcd,ab) 
[oh ] (obc,ob) 
[bo] (obo,bo 
Fro. 9. Partial table of state transitions of N2'. 
the correspondence Z~,~ mapping QN,~ onto C2 is shown in Fig. 8. Sample 
computations in obtaining Z~,~ are the following: Since abc A~, ) 
abc AM,  abc (id), Z~,[(abc, ad)] = hM,(ab) = ab; and since abc 
111~, 1~, 
> abd- > abc (id), Z~,[(abd, ab)] = l l l~,(ab)  = ad. 
Figure 9 depicts some of the state transitions of N2'. A sample com- 
putation is: ON2,[(abd, ab)] = (bcd, ac). The first component results from 
111~, 
O~:,(abd) = bcd. The second follows from observing that abc > 
abd 1~,, > abc (id), abc 1M, > bcd l l lM, - -  > abc (id), and 
l l lM,  OM, 111M,(ab) = ac. 
Elements of C~ corresponding to states of N~' are shown in brackets in 
Fig. 9. Note that N2' may say "M'  is in lab]," receive ~n input 0, and 
then say "M'  is in [bc]" or "M'  is in [bd]," depending on the exact state of 
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N'  2 before receiving the 0. This illustrates the third difficulty described 
in Section III. 
RECEIVED May 9, 1968 
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